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Abstract 

 Diverse after customary HTTP adaptive streaming (HAS) in which single consumer is deliberated, 

HAS over wireless networks aspects innovative tasks. The apprehension over the superiority of 

providing video streaming services in wireless networks is lectured in this research. A background that 

improves the Quality of Experience (QoE) of close users over a quality driven source sharing out 

structure is proposed. Moreover, the QoE objectivity between various clients contributing to the 

equivalent services mean to also be addressed. In this paper, we recommend a QoE band driven HAS 

adaptation algorithm to report these tasks. We prototypical the QoE band as an assimilated 

contemplation of increasing playback quality and playback softness. The experimental results as of 

wide-ranging simulations display that the proposed pattern can afford stable and agreeable QoE 

among various clients. A significant feature QoE is that it qualifies truncated complexity transcoding 

procedures to be executed at intermediate system nodes without cooperating the security of the end-to-

end wireless streaming structure. 

Index Terms— QoE continuum, QoE fairness, HAS algorithm, multi-client, wireless networks.   

1. INTRODUCTION 

Video streaming over wireless networks is captivating for various applications, and a cumulative 

numeral of structures are being arrayed. Using the arrangement of wireless networks, the reputation of 

multimedia content going on devices is predictable to growth expressively. A huge share of video traffic 

is estimated to be recorded videos for instance cinemas, YouTube videos, and TV programs [1]. The 

characteristic inconsistency of both the wireless frequency and the bit rate of compacted videos brands 

streaming videos taking place wireless networks a stimulating task. This work examines just how 

several variable bit rate videos can be multiplexed in excess of a time-varying wireless station while 
still maintaining a QoE at the wireless devices. 

 

Although video streaming needs a balanced flow of data and delivery of packets through a time 

limit, wireless radio networks consume complications to be responsible for such a service constantly. 

The difficult is stimulating because of disputation from supplementary network nodes, along with 

irregular interference from peripheral radio sources for instance microwave ovens or cordless phones. 

Intended for wireless nodes, multipath diminishing and shadowing might more increase the variability 

in linkage capabilities and communication error rate. On behalf of such arrangements to carry the finest 

end-to-end presentation, video coding, consistent transport and wireless resource portion must be 

measured mutually, thus moving from the outmoded layered system architecture to a cross-layer 

proposal. One basic objective of HAS is to increase the Quality of Experience (QoE) of users below 

extremely intricate wireless setting. One most important challenge is just how to exactly measure clients 

QoE, which is an individual discernment of the whole watching practice. Users QoE at a positive instant 

is wedged through the playback quality of both presently exhibited frame and formerly exhibited 
frames, along with the reliability in playback quality [1]. 

 

There occur a very assorted range of various video message and streaming applications, which 

consume actual dissimilar functioning settings or properties. For pattern, video communication 
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application might be for end-to-end communication or for multicast or else transmission 

communication, and video might be pre-encoded (kept) or else might be encoded in present (e.g. 

communicating videophone or else video conferencing). The video frequencies for communication 

might also immobile or energetic, packet-switched or circuit switched, could sustenance a persistent or 

variable bit rate transmission, and could sustenance around form of QoE or may simply deliver finest 

effort support. The precise possessions of a video communication application powerfully stimulus the 

structure of the method. Consequently, we continue by momentarily conversing some of these 

possessions and their properties on video communication structural design. 

 

2. RELATED WORKS AND BACKGROUND 

Service quality enhancements over the optimization of data, delay and error rate (i.e. Bit Error Rate, 

Block Error Rate or packet loss) illustrate wireless communication presentation impartially fine and 
have been addressed in the texts recurrently [1].  

They have been recycled in 3GPP LTE to normalize the inceptions for QoS at the smooth of 

deliverers [2]. Conversely, regardless of their significance and well-defined relation through the service 

quality over the QoS quantities, these parameters don’t characterize the definite quality proficient in the 
user.  

 

In [1] focusses on the negative properties familiarized when more than a few users are contending 

for a bottleneck and how substitutions are manipulating this bandwidth antagonism. An importance of 

this demanding structure is that simply some portions of the contented are deposited on proxy servers, 

which are interrupting the connection among the client and the contented server. The effect of this 

fabricated data approximation could be great and principals to an incorrect adaptation conclusion which 

could affect the Quality of Experience (QoE) at the client. We have described negative things that can 

transpire when numerous DASH clients are challenging for a bottleneck. Moreover, an estimated the 

expectations on these negative effects that are linked to deputations with Microsoft Smooth Streaming 

and the MPEG-DASH execution from [6]. Both estimations have exposed that our expected negative 

effects, i.e., recurrent quality swapping and hypothetically irregular playback with a high number of 

unsmooth instants are linked to the proxy server and the incorrect clarification of the presented 

throughput. Furthermore, we have quantified and assessed our specific adaptation logic which 

eradicates these negative effects and diminutions the developed bottleneck bandwidth through an 
improved cache recycle at the proxy server. 

 

In [2] intensive on the frequency variation algorithm for streaming SVC video in wireless networks, 

making an allowance for the indiscriminate and less predictable difference of the presented bandwidth. 

We similarly deliberate the additional common case where the covered video is programmed in variable 

bit-rate (VBR). For DASH grounded adaptive video streaming in wireless networks, we devise 

expressed the frequency variation difficult as an MDP and castoff dynamic encoding to resolve the 

problem. The trade-off among the regular video quality and playback softness can be completed by 

regulating the constraint in the remuneration function. Experiment outcomes have exposed that the 
resolution is possible and significantly outstrips the remaining one. 

 

In [3] motivation on the frequency variation tools of adaptive streaming and experimentally estimate 

two most important profitable players and one open-source player. We initially inspect how the 

preceding three players respond to determined and short-term variations in the fundamental network 

presented bandwidth. Initial research of this paper specifies that there are probable problems with 

adaptive streaming when numerous players compete for avail-bw. 

 

In [4] some vision and circumstantial into the Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) 

stipulations as presented from 3GPP and in current form correspondingly from MPEG. Explicitly, the 

3GPP form delivers a normative account of a Media Performance, the arrangements of a Section, and 

the transfer protocol. The key provisions changed service types (e.g., On-Demand, Live, Time-Shift 

Viewing), changed structures (e.g., adaptive bitrate swapping, several language support, ad supplement, 
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trick modes, DRM) and changed positioning possibilities. Proposal values and illustrations are 
provided. 

 

In [5] a QoE-aware DASH structure (or QDASH) to increase the user apparent superiority of video 

inspection. We assimilate presented bandwidth dimension into the video data enquiries with dimension 

proxy structural design. We have establish that our presented bandwidth dimension technique simplifies 

the assortment of video quality points. Furthermore, we evaluate the QoE of the superiority changes by 

carrying out particular experiments. Our results display that users desire a regular quality variation 

among the finest and nastiest quality levels, in preference to an abrupt swapping. Henceforth, we 

recommend a QoE-aware quality adaptation algorithm for DASH centered on our discoveries. To end 

with, we assimilate both network dimension and the QoE-aware quality adaptation into a broad DASH 
system. 

 

3. CHALLENGES IN VIDEO STREAMING 

This segment deliberates some of the simple methodologies and fundamental challenges in video 

streaming. The three major difficulties in video streaming are concisely emphasized and are inspected 

in penetration in the next three subdivisions. 

3.1 Video Delivery by way of File Download 

In all probability the utmost straightforward method for video transfer of the Internet is through 

approximately related to a file download, however we denote to it as video download to have in 

concentration that it is a video and not a nonspecific file. Specially, video download is parallel to a file 

download, however it is a HUGE file. This method permits the usage of recognized delivery devices, 

for instance TCP as the transportation layer or FTP or HTTP at the advanced layers. Conversely, it has 

a numeral of drawbacks. Subsequently videos usually resemble to very huge files, the download method 

frequently needs long download periods and huge storing spaces. 

 

3.2 Video Delivery by way of Streaming 

Video delivery by video streaming challenges to overwhelm the complications linked with file 

download, and similarly delivers an important amount of additional competences. The basic knowledge 

of video streaming is to divided the video into portions, transmit these portions in sequence, and support 

the receiver to decode and playback the video as these portions are established, without consuming to 

wait for the whole video to be delivered. Video streaming can abstractly be assumed to be made up of 

the following steps: 

1) Divider the compressed video into packets 

2) Initiate delivery of these packets 

3) Initiate decrypting then playback next to the receiver whereas the video is still being delivered 

Video streaming allows instantaneous delivery in addition to playback of the video. This is in 

difference to file download somewhere the whole video need to be delivered in advance playback can 

activate. In video streaming there frequently is a little interruption (generally on the instruction of 5-15 

seconds) among the initiation of delivery and the establishment of playback at the client. This 

interruption, denoted to as the pre-roll interruption, arrange for a numeral of benefits. Video streaming 

arrange for a numeral of benefits together with low delay previously broadcasting initiates and low-

slung storage necessities meanwhile only a minor portion of the video is stored at the client at any 

argument in period. The interval of the delay is specified by the time period of the pre-roll buffer, and 
the mandatory storage is nearly assumed by the quantity of data in the pre-roll buffer. 

 

3.3 Communicating Video Streaming as a Classification of Constraints 

An important quantity of perception can be attained by stating the difficult of video streaming as a 

classification of constraints. Deliberate the time break among presented structures to be signified by ∆, 

e.g. ∆ is 33 ms meant for 30 frames/s video then 100 ms intended for 10 frames/s video. For each frame 

need to be delivered and decrypted by means of its playback period, hence the classification of frames 

has a linked classification of deliver/decode/display targets: 

1) Frame N need to be delivered and decrypted by time TN 

2) Frame N+1 need to be delivered and decrypted by time TN + ∆ 
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3) Frame N+2 need to be delivered and decrypted by time TN + 2∆. Etc., 

Some data that is misplaced in transmission can’t remain castoff at the receiver. Additionally, some 

data that attains late is similarly of no use. Precisely, some data that attains subsequently it’s decoding 

and display time limit is too late to be presented. Consequently, a significant objective of video 
streaming is to accomplish the streaming in a method so that this classification of constraints is met. 

4. EXISTING SYSTEM 

In recent times, both 3GPP and MPEG consume through great determinations concerning the 

regularization of HAS [3]. Conversely, particular adaptation approaches are not portion of the standard 

and are leftward to future proposals. The outline of consistent HAS QoE metrics then QoE-driven 

adaptation is existing in [3]. Even though numerous commercial HAS results, such as Microsoft Smooth 

Streaming also Apple Live Streaming, have remained positioned, experimental results presented that the 

user experience is harmfully impacted when various clients contend for the united wireless bandwidth 

[4]. Research groups have also projected numerous HAS rate adaptation algorithms [5–7]. Though, these 

algorithms are directed at particular user and client side adaptation. They cannot be straightly functional 

to the multi-client wireless networks meanwhile they are ignorant of QoE fairness. The planned 

framework, as a substitute, moves the adaptation towards the base station that can conjointly acclimate 

the video quality and enhance the QoE of multiple clients without adjusting the standard HAS 

framework. Simply limited work consumes concentrated on HAS for multi-client wireless networks. In 

[4], the authors initially recognized the problems in multi-client wireless networks and planned a modest 

traffic determining tool to increase the experience of two challenging users. In [8], the authors improved 

the QoE by exploiting the complete mean opinion score (MOS) that is curtained by the particular bit-rate 

and contented of the video. However, the QoE typical is not exact sufficient meanwhile only the 
observing experience at the instant adaptation is measured. 

 

5. SUMMARY AND CONTRIBUTIONS 

In instantaneous, even though above-mentioned works have prepared contributions to the HAS 

improvement, none of them methodically trainings the impacts of QoE continuum (specifically 

preceding playback quality, present playback quality then playback quality difference) on HAS quality 

adaptation, and the QoE fairness between multiple clients in wireless setting. The most important impact 

of this study is that we propose a HAS algorithm that can assurance both QoE and fairness in one mutual 

cell through multiple clients by manipulating the nature of human discernment and video basis. Specially, 

we model the QoE continuum through since both accumulative playback feature and playback softness. 

By manipulating the proposed model, the base station can mutually enhance the video quality points of 

multiple HAS users further down bandwidth-limited wireless networks, so as to properly make the most 

of all users’ QoE. Furthermore, we propose to assume fine-grained video exemplifications that 

distinguish the video quality levels by a tuple of file size and quantization parameter (QP), so as to 

capture video source features and then implement more effective quality adaptation. More prominently, 

the proposed algorithm is average friendly since the base station simply need to vary the clients’ 
requirements to accommodate the QoE and fairness driven adaptation. 

 

6. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

In this study, we contemplate the system architecture as exposed in Fig. 1. The HAS server stores 

numerous VBR videos that totally consume M levels of quality. For each level of video is separated into 

several video sections with the similar section length and each sector is considered through the QP and 

segment file size, i.e., a tuple (QP, S). Conversely, the design values are standard and the algorithm can 

be certainly protracted to further cellular networks such as LTE. We concentrate on the HAS within 

single cell, where N users in the cell are managed by Node-B and for each user is indexed by i, i = 1, 2 · 

· · N. We assume that some user can simply inaugurate one flow through the HAS server. The proposed 

algorithm is functioned by Node-B and applied on top of fundamental development algorithms. 

Hereafter, it is practical to smear it to the new cellular networks without adjusting lower layer setting up 

strategies. 
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Fig 1. System Architecture 

Henceforth, no local hardware or else operating system optimization is required. Instead of directly 

progressing the requirements, however, Node-B in the proposed structure will interrupt the requirements 

and adjust the adaptation decisions centered on the proposed algorithm, wherever both low-layer linkage 

status (such as channel quality indicator (CQI)) and high layer QoE and encrypting data (such as present 

accumulative playback quality) are operated to assurance balanced QoE continuum for every users. Such 

data are entrenched in the periodic response as of clients. Note that this is possible meanwhile 3GPP 

DASH average has consistent the quality metrics broadcasting progression for clients. It usages a HTTP 

POST as the broadcasting protocol. Thus users are capable to revel in the video with enhanced QoE 

while neither the client nor the HAS server is attentive of the adaptation completed by Node-B. 

Consequently, the proposed algorithm can be responsive implemented in present HAS standard 

framework. 

 

7. PROPOSED VIDEO STREAMING SCENARIO AND ARCHITECTURE 

In this unit, we familiarize the new framework to exploit the environment of QoE continuum and 

sufficient grained video representations so as to fairly improve the apparent experience of users. We 

express the adaptation optimization delinquent and propose a real resolution to accomplish enhanced 

QoE continuum and QoE fairness. 

 

7.1 Formulation of the Optimization 

The QoE of HAS classifications is censoriously certain by whether or not the information volume of 

the streamed section is greater than the presently available bandwidth. It is essential to integrate the 

channel circumstance into quality adaptation method, particularly since the time-varying environment 

of wireless channel. In characteristic HSDPA operations, wireless properties are separated into 

Transmission Time Intervals throughout which one user can take delivery of its data packets. The 

extreme number of data bits that can be established by user i per second, represented as ,i maxR , is 

principally strongminded by the CQI of link i. At a given swapping point, we employ the mean CQI of 

link i throughout the final adaptation period to evaluate ,i maxR  during the subsequent period by using 

the look-up table in 3GPP standard [13]. Note that the mean CQI will not be evaluated centered on a 

time break that is excessively brief ever since it may not replicate the usual channel position in the 

subsequent updating period. Correspondingly, conformist mean CQI evaluation using a extensive time 
interval may principal to slow adaptation to channel difference.  

Thus the source division of user i, represented by i is given by 

,max

i

i

s
i

TR
    (1) 

Where we estimated the bit-rate of the selection of video section as the ratio among the file size and the 

section length. Henceforth, the presented channel resource restraint for the proposed HAS structure is

 1,N iPi    where N is set of HAS clients. Such combined contemplation of shared bandwidth will 
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create the quality range fair and reliable, and thus improve QoE continuum. This absolutely cannot be 

proficient by separately shade client-side adaptation. 

Rendering to the projected extreme data rate, Node-B is capable to evaluate the CPQ at the next 

swapping point ,i t TQ   when a video quality level ,i t Tl   is measured. Node-B foremost examines the 

adaptation linked data, such as current CPQ ,i tQ  and buffer position, as opinion established from clients. 

At that time ,i t TQ   can be recursively estimated rendering to (1) by forecasting whether the player is 

playing or delaying at for each display moment from t to t + T. In case user i is not re-buffering at t, 

,i t TQ   will be valued as of ,i tQ by foremost considering the regular playback of the outstanding frames 

(quality level ,i tl ) in the buffer also then considering the regular playback of the selection of level ,i t Tl 

for the break of the period. If the user is re-buffering, ,i t TQ  will be initially intended by assuming that 

the player is freezing up until the buffer size extents the playback starting point. The interval period is 

absolute through the valued ,i maxR . Then ,i t TQ  will be more efficient by assuming the regular playback 

of video through level ,i t Tl  . In that way, we can exactly approximation the accumulative user skill at 

next swapping point and allocate the utmost satisfactory and fair variation decision to users 

consequently. Note that interval might occur in authenticity during the playback of level ,i t Tl  because 

of the channel approximation error. 

Established on the overhead analysis, we now can communicate an optimization to discover the 

optimum level of video section, which is specified by a tuple (QP, S), for each user at swapping point 

t. We model the QoE continuum as a combined deliberation of the playback value and playback 

softness, i.e., the CPQ model in (1). The objective of the optimization is to exploit the average QoE 

continuum of all users at the subsequent swapping point t + T, subject to the wireless resources restraint. 

i.e. 

      

         

1
max

          

( , ) ,

.    1   i

ii N

i N

QP S Q t T
N

s t 









    (2) 

The perception of adaptation overdue (2) is that advanced quality level is commonly assumed to those 

users who presently keep a lower QoE continuum value and a better channel form, while important 

quality difference shall also be evaded. For instance, when users are presently appreciating the similar 

level of video and the similar channel condition, advanced quality is allocated to the user with a 

subordinate current QoE continuum since such adaptation will accomplish a maximum rise of the 

typical QoE continuum. In other disputes, when a user appreciates good knowledge for an extended 

time, his/her fulfilment will increase a smaller amount than the one with ruthless earlier experience if 

the video quality is raised. Accordingly, we can advance not only the QoE then another time as well the 

fairness of clients. Moreover, the consequence on playback differences evades the unexpected big 

change and preserves the playback smooth. This shall also inherently develop fairness meanwhile one’s 

potential assets for large quality upgrading can be preserved for the some others who require them. 

 

7.2 Greedy Optimization 

The impartial of (2) is nonlinear because of the involved logarithmic then least process, as well as the 

recursive calculation progression of ,i t TQ  . Consequently, discovery the optimal key is problematical 

and time overwhelming. We propose a greedy algorithm, exposed in Table 1, to proficiently resolve the 

optimization and estimated the optimal resolution. While the algorithm initiates, Node-B accumulates 

users CPQ on t then starts the greedy examine at users present stages lt. At each following period, if

1N iPi   , a lesser amount of assets that advance one-level excellence development are allocated to 

the user who can complete extreme , ,i in the rise of average QoE continuum for each unit data. If
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1N iPi   , the user consuming the lowermost reduction of normal QoE continuum each unit data 

,( )i de  will be degraded one level.  

 

Table 1. Greedy Quality Adaptation Algorithm 

1: procedure ADAPT(Q,B,lt) ⊲ B:buffer status 

2: , , ,i opt i tl l i N    

3: 

4: 

5: 

if 1N iPi   then   quality upgrading while  

1i iP   & objective in (2) changed do for i ∈ 

N do 

6: Update , , ,i in max uemax   

7: 
, ,  1( ),

ue uemax opt max optl min l M   

8: else  quality degradation 

9:  

10: 
while , , ,i de min uemin  & objective in (2) 

changed do for i ∈ N do 

11: Update  

12: 
min , min ,max )1,( 1

ue ueopt optl l   

13: return ,. ., ,opt i t Tl i e l i N    

 

This method reappearances up to all the possessions are allocated or no additional variation can be seen 

in regular QoE continuum. The framed difficult is a simplification of restricted knapsack problem, 

which is NP-hard. The greedy experiential is assumed to resolve the delinquent in polynomial period 

with O (MN log N). 

 

Table 2. Simulation Parameters 

 l1 l2 l3 l4 l5 

Seg 1 

bytes 

13543 27942 51768 114851 142724 

Seg 2 

bytes 

13435 26156 52260 107744 147426 

Seg 3 

bytes 

11265 52240 45738 43455 132716 

Seg 4 

bytes 

16137 31321 58124 3118 150278 

Seg 5 

bytes 

26146 51343 97468 3183 252673 

qplay 0.83 0.85 0.90 0.91 0.92 

 

8. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS 

In this segment, we equate the presentation of the proposed algorithm with reference algorithms over 

simulations. We initial contrivance the algorithm in [4] (discussed as Baseline) since it is the primary 

HAS adaptation system for multi-client wireless networks. We similarly implement a characteristic 

algorithm (discussed as Inst Rate) that shields the logic overdue several existing works, in which the 

adaptation exploits the efficacy function dictated by particular instant bit-rate, subject to the channel 

restraint. One sample of Inst Rate-like algorithms is [8], where effectiveness is the MOS mapped from 
bit-rate. 
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We concentration on the system architecture exposed in Fig. 1. The HAS server be responsible for 

the test classification with 5 stages of video whose QP is 46, 41, 36, 31, and 29 in that order. The section 

dimension T is 2 seconds and the setting frequency is 30 fps. The classification has 300 frames and 

these 5 sections are continually streamed. The file size of each section for each level l is exposed in 

Table 2. We custom EURANE for ns-2 [14] to contrivance the fundamental HSDPA network. We 

deliberate two users contributing the equivalent services but consuming different network status as in 

[4]. The characteristic wired as well as wireless network constraints shown in [14] are castoff. 

Concerning the parameters of increasing playback quality prototypical, we receive them from [12], in 
which the accurateness of the model is authenticated by both detached and independent tests.  

The memorial strength γ is fixed to be 0.61. To display the impacts of  and b, we straightly 

contemporaneous the instant playback value q play of various levels in Table 2. Meanwhile the 

preliminary buffering can be observed as a different case of playback delaying, the instant playback 

quality for the period of preliminary buffering is intended using (3) with constant Lini = −0.5. The 

primarily nominated quality smooth are level 3 for all users. The playback inception of buffer size 
remains 4 sec. The imitation runs 200 seconds. 

 

8.1 Playback Smoothness 

 

We service the sum of quality level variations (NoC) also the playback smoothness (PS), a metric 

congenital from [7], to calculate the video reliability. PS is well-defined as the projected length of one 

playback round deprived of level transformation, i.e.,
2

1
( )

p

pp
PS n p


  . Here the continuous playback of 

some level is definite as one round and it involves of np structures. There are P series in overall. Level 

0 signifies the playback delaying. 

 

From Table 3, we can see that the proposed algorithm validates the minimum NoC and maximum 

PS. As well, both users appreciate smooth playback.   

 

Table 3. Playback Smoothness 

Metrics 
 UE1/UE2  

Baseline Inst Rate Proposed 

NoC 42/44 43/35 31/33 

PS 250.81/148.86 170.97/246.22 288.05/271.96 

 

Table 4. Playback Quality 

Metrics 
 UE1/UE2  

Baseline Inst Rate Proposed 

APQ 4.08/3.74 4.02/4.38 4.34/4.27 

CPQ 0.93/0.80 0.88/0.92 0.93/0.92 

PoI 0/2.22 0/4.20 0/0 

NoI 0/1 0/2 0/0 

     

Conversely, for the position algorithms, video playback of single user is frequently unethically smoother 

than another user. Routing over wireless networks is a challenging problem because of dynamic linkage 

qualities, even when nodes are stagnant [5]. For video streaming, multipath routing has been projected 

in blend with several description coding, to accomplish robust provision through path assortment [6, 7, 

8]. Regardless of the extraordinary data charges accomplished over single-hop wireless broadcasts, 

throughput in excess of a multi-hop wireless pathway is classically expressively subordinate, caused by 

disputation between adjacent acquaintances end to end the path [9]. With the intention of establish the 

quality adaptation knowledge behind the proposed algorithm, we display the tendency of channel 

difference and quality level difference in Fig. 2. It is vibrant that the proposed algorithm overtakes the 

reference algorithms through smoother quality variation. In addition, the proposed structure does not 
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basically detention the channel difference as is the case in Inst Rate algorithm. Instead, the proposed 

algorithm is structured through the smoothness consequence constraint and is fewer aggressive than 

reference algorithms, in which the maximum potential quality video is continuously allocated to users. 

 

 
Fig 3. Channel time allocation intended for three video streams, all Crew, distribution a single-hop 

network 

 
Fig 4: Comparison of video streaming over a single wireless link: a) fixed video source rate over 

8.2 Playback Quality 

We use CPQ afterward simulation finishes and the average playback quality (APQ) congenital from 

[7] to calculate playback quality observed by users. APQ is well-defined as the biased summation of 

the level index, i.e. 1 1
( )

p p

p pp p
APQ n n

 
   . We furthermore estimate the playback quality by 

discovering the interval history, i.e., number of interruption (NoI) as well as percentage of interruption 

(PoI) that is well-defined as the interval period separated by entire period. 

 

We display the estimation consequences in Table 4. It can be realized that the proposed algorithm 

usually has improved playback quality compared to the reference algorithms. This is for the reason that 

the proposed algorithm tries to improve the QoE continuum of all users by transmission reasonably 

advanced quality video to those users who agonized as of the earlier bad experience. Thus individual’s 

users can rapidly recuperate from the bad experience whereas keeping smooth playback, as exposed in 

Fig. 2d. Nonetheless, the aggressiveness in reference algorithms might result in interval caused by the 

approximation error of transmission frequency. We contemporary the buffer position of UE2 such as 

an example in Fig. 3. The proposed algorithm can rapidly retort to the channel dissimilarity. For 

instance, at everywhere the 160th second, the channel position of UE2 is quickly becoming bad (as 

exposed in Fig. 2a). The proposed system can properly select the level to equal such channel 

dissimilarity ever since we use a fine-grained sign of the video files. Conversely, the reference 

algorithms be unsuccessful to respond to this variation and lastly undergo delaying at around the 165th 

second. 
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Fig. 2. (a) Channel CQI versus segment index; (b-d) the video quality level variation versus time. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. UE2’s buffer size versus time 

Table 5. Normalized Difference between Users 

 

Metrics 

UE1 and UE2 

Baseline 
Inst 

Rate 
Proposed 

APQ 6.14% 8.24% 2.04% 

PS 40.48% 30.44% 5.22% 

 

8.3 QoE fairness 
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We have indirectly exposed the QoE fairness in the consequences obtain previously. Now we calculate 

the QoE fairness with the normalized transformation of a positive metric among the two users, i.e., the 

variance of two standards separated by the higher value. The normalized difference of APQ as well as 

PS is displayed in Table 4. We notice that the proposed algorithm displays the lowest QoE variance 

among two users and thus assurance the QoE fairness. This is for the reason that advanced priority is 

specified to users with formerly bad experience and that means can be protected from one user when 

the difference penalty is implemented. 

 

9. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have revised important difficulties and uncertain keys for video streaming over 

wireless networks, through a prominence on network-adaptive frequency control and reserve 

apportionment between various video streams. We propose a QoE continuum framework class 

adaptation algorithm to overwhelm the tasks resulting as of inaccurate QoE observing, partial QoE, and 

imprecise video illustration in multi-client wireless HAS. By means of retaining the unaggressive, 

impartial, and fast replying adaptation logic, the proposed algorithm outclasses existing workings and 

accomplishes suitable QoE and fairness. Future work mean to be concentrated on ranging the algorithm 

to larger-scale structures, where in downlink arrangement be able to be assimilated. In addition, the 

framework limitations necessity to be improved with the intention of further enhance the general system 

performance. 
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